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Realism: A Study in Human Anatomy pushes the level of graphical detail available in human

anatomy to unprecedented heights. The information presented in this book will be an important step

on the way to understanding how the human body is organized and how it functions.

Ã‚Â Thousands of computer objects, representing the bones and muscles of the human body, were

constructed in three dimensions. Image maps with very high resolution were painted onto the

objects to give them very realistic color rendition and textures. The resulting anatomical objects

within this book are astounding in their appearance and will be extremely useful for teaching and

research. Ã‚Â This book truly allows the reader to marvel at the beauty of the construction of the

human body.
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"Realism: A Study in Human Anatomy" pushes the level of graphical detail available in human

anatomy to unprecedented heights. The information presented in this book will be an important step

on the way to understanding how the human body is organized and how it functions. Thousands of

computer objects, representing the bones and muscles of the human body, were constructed in

three dimensions. Image maps with very high resolution were painted onto the objects to give them

very realistic color rendition and textures. The resulting anatomical objects within this book are

astounding in their appearance and will be extremely useful for teaching and research. This book

truly allows the reader to marvel at the beauty of the construction of the human body.



I am using this book for an anatomy course and while visually it's one of the best "picture" books out

there for understanding the soft tissues of the body, our instructor points out mistakes with the

labellings or descriptions of the origins, insertions etc. Even some of the pictures are inaccurate.

(Teres Major for example). Probably best not to rely on this book for all your information.[...]

This product was as expected a complete detail orientated book on the anatomy of the human body.

Special attention is paid to ligaments though the sacrotuberous ligament is not detailed. Also the

graphics showing bursas were excellent. I have yet to find this realistic detail in any other book!

Nice renderings.

Well illustrated and easy to use book. Definitely a must if you are in the medical field or an area that

requires knowledge of the anatomy of he human body

Love this.

helped me ace anatomy lab

Graphically, it's the best book on human bones and muscles. The pictures are in 3D, big with clear

details and annotations. However, two reviewers Kaz and Robert M. Milaszewski have pointed out

that it has errors.Robert wrote "... errors in details of some muscle placements.Latissimus dorsi

insertion is incorrect in relation to teres major. Latissimus dorsi supposed to wrap under teres major

and twist on the other side before it attaches to humerus. In the book both muscles are sandwiched

flat together which sheds a serious doubt on the quality of information contained in this publication.

"Kaz wrote "...our instructor points out mistakes with the labeling or descriptions of the origins,

insertions etc. Even some of the pictures are inaccurate. (Teres Major for example)..."Whenever I

have a question about human bone and muscle,I consult this book. Then, I'll verify its accuracy

using another source. So, I use this book as a companion to others.

I have used my REALISM book countless times as a student of anatomy, and as a practicing

massage therapist. The outstanding images in REALISM capture the detail of each bone intricately

and each muscle so clearly. As a student learning origins and insertions of muscles this book was



invaluable, and as I educate my clients about their own bodies; explaining where muscles are or

why somethings hurting etc. I am constantly reffering back to REALISM whether it's to show

someone where a muscle is on their body or to refresh my own understanding. I would recommend

this book to anyone whether you are a student of anatomy, working in a field where you need to

know detailed anatomy, or someone who simply wants to understand their body structure a whole

lot better!
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